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Cookiecutter sharks | Gabon’s ousted leader | Bollywood icon | American man trapped in Turkey cave | Mar-a-Lago | Myanmar | 2024 Pirelli calendar

Russia condemns depleted
uranium munitions for

Ukraine

The Kremlin called the US decision ‘a criminal act.’ What is
depleted uranium, and why is this ammunition so contentious?

Artur Widak/NurPhoto/Shutterstock

Live Updates: Russia ‘not achieving its goals,’ Western officials say

Ukraine drone attack causes explosion near Russian military HQ

See new footage of fighting along the front lines in Ukraine

North Korea says it launched
new ‘tactical nuclear attack’
submarine

China’s top chipmaker may be in
hot water with US over Huawei’s
‘breakthrough’ smartphone

The US is investigating China’s
breakthrough smartphone

Apple lost $200 billion in two days
after reports of iPhone ban in China

Opinion: The ‘rising superpower’ myth
about China

Actor Danny Masterson
sentenced to 30 years to life in
prison in rape case

Hurricane Lee rapidly strengthens to
Category 4

Former Trump adviser Peter Navarro
convicted of contempt of Congress

Hear from Peter Navarro after guilty
of contempt verdict

This actor is so huge, fans lined up at
4.30 a.m. to watch his new movie

Biden heads to G20 looking to make the
most of Xi and Putin’s absence

Mexico on track for first woman
president

More than 800 rescued after flooding in
Greece turns villages into lakes

MORE TOP STORIES

Airline CEO pied in the face by
climate activists

CNN Exclusive: New Musk biography
offers fresh details about the billionaire’s
Ukraine dilemma

Head of Japan’s top pop agency resigns
after admitting late founder sexually
abused minors for decades

These small cookiecutter sharks sank an
inflatable catamaran

French court upholds abaya ban in public
schools

NASA is generating oxygen on the
surface of Mars. Hear how it works

FEATURED

Here’s what India’s historic lunar lander found on the moon — and
what’s next

LEOS/SAC/ISRO

This US-based couple bought a cheap apartment in France to give
their kids a different upbringing

Behind the scenes of the 2024 Pirelli calendar

Carlos Alcaraz reaches
fourth grand slam semifinal

The UAE prepares to
legalize gambling with new
regulatory body

See wife’s reaction
when husband gives her
two weeks’ notice

Yes, Covid-19 is back and
its exhausting. Here’s how
to cope with your apathy
and fatigue

Rescuers rush to save American
man trapped in deep cave in
Turkey

Spanish women’s
league players go on
strike over pay dispute

$23 billion pledged
towards African energy
projects

Simone Biles says
she’s aiming for the
Paris Olympics

Naomi Campbell walks the runway in her collection’s final look
Taylor Hill/WireImage/Getty Images

Why you might be missing out by drinking on vacation

Four 1,900-year-old Roman swords found in cave in Israel

Cristiano Ronaldo says his long-
standing ‘rivalry’ with Lionel
Messi is over

Britney Spears says
she felt ‘scared’ during
her famous snake
dance routine

Pinterest says its
search results will now
be more inclusive of
body types

Human remains found
in Goodwill donations

VIDEO

CNN BUSINESS

Bill Gates’ foundation made a nearly $100
million bet on Bud Light

The auto strike deadline is close, but any deal has ‘a
long way to go’

She’s conquered the silver screen. Now Barbie’s new
career has more in common with Messi

China’s biggest homebuilder just dodged default. It
faces a rocky road ahead

How the ultra-wealthy infiltrated anti-capitalist Burning
Man

The maker of Wegovy and Ozempic is now Europe’s
most valuable company

CNN TRAVEL

The beautiful European peninsula forgotten
by time

The reclusive ‘hermit kingdom’ that remains off limits to
tourists

Three-year-cruise becomes ‘the cruise that never ends’

She heard her boyfriend’s voice on the airport PA
system. Then came the proposal

NASA moves a step closer to supersonic passenger
flights

Airline loses passenger’s dog at world’s busiest airport

SPORT

Spain’s soccer chief is refusing to move, but
his unwanted kiss could be a catalyst for
change

Record-breaking 10th win for unstoppable Max
Verstappen

How being a mom changes the game for elite tennis
players

World Cup kiss scandal hasn’t damaged Spanish brand,
prime minister says

Defiant Spanish soccer chief admits ‘obvious mistakes’

STYLE

Red carpets without actors have
repercussions for Hollywood ‘glam squads’

Linda Evangelista reveals long, private battle with
breast cancer

Treasures from Rothschild family collection could fetch
$30 million at unprecedented auction

Christie’s cancels auction of jewelry linked to Nazi-era
fortune

Remember when Will Smith’s ‘Fresh Prince’ wardrobe
broke boundaries?

OPINION

Remembering ‘Juice,’ the young fighter pilot
who embodied the Holy Grail of aviation

Putin, Trump, and a remarkable split-screen moment in
world history

Don’t thank my husband for his service if you don’t
know why he died

Why the Spanish soccer chief’s puerile showdown is so
toxic

Be a good IRL human in this time of anti-LGBTQ and
other attacks

What I realized after Charlize Theron’s comments about
aging

US POLITICS

US indicts nine alleged members of Russian
cybercrime gang

Vivek Ramaswamy has Iowa voters curious, but not yet
committed, after standout debate

South Carolina Supreme Court upholds 6-week abortion
ban

Abortion politics take center stage after Biden
campaign capitalizes on GOP debate rift

DeSantis campaign lays out debate strategy to donors
and supporters

SCIENCE AND HEALTH

A ‘flower burial’ reshaped the study of
Neanderthals. A new discovery calls it into
question

Japan launches ‘Moon Sniper’ lunar lander

Driving while stoned leads to more traffic accidents

Dinosaur with surprising features discovered in China

ADHD linked to higher risk of developing mental
disorders and attempted suicide, study finds

What you should do if a household member tests
positive for Covid-19, according to an expert

TECH

Trump’s Truth Social merger partner granted
key extension to avoid liquidation

Arm’s IPO could value the chip company at $52 billion.
Apple, Google and Nvidia show interest

Elon Musk blames the ADL for 60% ad sales decline at
X, threatens to sue

Mercedes unveils new electric concept cars with better
range than any Tesla model

Taiwan billionaire Terry Gou resigns as Foxconn board
member amid bid for presidency

Mom took toddler triplets to jury duty. See how it went This bus caught fire on a highway. See what happened next

Thieves use forklift in ATM robbery. See how it went wrong Here's what happens when two-headed snake's heads disagree

Extraordinary close-up images
show insects as you’ve never
seen them before

The most delicious Turkish
dishes

GALLERY

‘Flying Shark’ photo changed
this man’s life

GALLERY

The architects from one end of
the world

GALLERY

These animals went extinct in
the wild. Scientists brought
them back

The icy patience of an Arctic
photographer

Cardiólogos: cómo las mujeres
mayores están perdiendo peso
Noticias de pérdida de peso

Only $49 to get all the TV
channels? It's now possible
TV Superboost

Urologist: Enlarged Prostate? Do
This Immediately (Genius!)
medicalhelp.me

Incredible toothbrush is all the
rage in Mexico
Teeth Care
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In Case You Missed It

Bienvenidos a Cartagena
Reserve hoy y asegurese su lugar

AbrirHyatt Regency Cartagena
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Fascia training may help you live with less pain, experts say
Boris Jovanovic/iStockphoto/Getty Images

Great Barrier Reef stays off UNESCO ‘in danger’ list but hot El Niño
summer looms

Italian fugitive’s love of soccer gets him caught in Greece

What we can learn from Simone Biles’ mental health break

Foo Fighters and Alanis Morissette pay tribute to Sinéad O’Connor

The UK will drill for more oil and gas in the North Sea

The minority who back Netanyahu to the hilt

Haunting images of abandoned sites overrun by nature

The world’s most dramatic saltwater ‘sea pools’

Colombian president’s son arrested

Bear cools off in a California pool during heat wave
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